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Food Waste To Energy
BGI is addressing the problem of organic and food waste for customers.
If you have food waste, sewerage sludge, unseparated or contaminated organic waste, meat or animal by-products, we can help!
If you create more than 1 tonne of food waste per week, and would like to
turn that into a source of income, or at the very least, reduce your costs,
we can help, with our Food Waste To Energy system.

Digetser

A typical 1100L bin of mixed organic materials will typically cost
£85/100 to deal with, every time
it is emptied and taken away. We
can help eliminate most, or all of
these costs and turn your waste
product into a fuel.

“We’re thrilled with the
outcome of our recent
willow harvest and the
re-growth we have noticed
in only 3 weeks since, has
exceeded our expectations
—a truly robust biomass
crop!”
- Matthew Hunt,
Managing Director, BGI Ltd.



Waste is fully reduced or turned into fuel in under 24 hours



We use proprietary blend of special bacteria to undertake the
conversion



It all happens on-site, with no disruption to your business
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To find out more about our Food Waste to Energy system, please contact
us directly on 01494 757055.

Brexit Poses a Significant Risk to the UK Renewables Industry
To date, we have simply not heard the environment mentioned in the EU debate, although it is not the only subject that has been
starved of information, facts and reasoned argument. Part of the reason for this may be the anti-climate change views of the politicians
leading the Brexit case but they are not the only ones who have a case to answer.
The current government have slashed support for renewables, watered down 2030 EU agreements and are nearing the bottom of the
league table for our 2020 renewables targets. If Cameron, Osbourne and Rudd are all campaigning to remain, we need to know how
they plan to address these serious policy failures if we are going to play any part in any successful EU plan to reduce emissions. However, those wishing to leave have even more serious questions to answer. The REA recently polled its members and the majority felt
that the UK would be less likely to meet our climate targets, renewable deployment would decrease and it was felt their businesses
would risk contraction if we were to leave the EU.
To read this article in full, written by Dr Nina Skorupska, Chief Executive of the REA, please click here

Become a BGI Accredited Installer
BGI are the UK’s exclusive distributor of the Kostrzewa range of Biomass Boilers—truly affordable boilers utilizing low cost, sustainable fuels. These boilers are Class 5 Rated and the 48
boilers in the range start at 10Kw and range up to 285kW.
BGI Accredited Installers are fully trained in assessing, installing and maintaining these latest
innovative biomass boilers.
By Joining the BGI Partner Programme, all installers undertake a full day of training held at the
BGI HQ in Bucks. The day comprises both classroom style learning and practical installation
training in our Showroom.
As well as in-depth learning about the Kostrzewa range,
you will also learn about boilers and fuels that can operate
outside of the RHI. BGI are planning for life after RHI with
all its rules and regulations on fuel types. Here, we will
share with you our research on locally sourced, alternative
biomass fuels.

Practical training in the BGI Installer Training Showroom

As a fully accredited BGI Partner, you will benefit from:
 £100 back when placing your first boiler order
 Access to BGI’s extensive infrastructure and network
 BGI guaranteed and certified products
 Full training on all products and full marketing support
To secure your place on one of our forthcoming courses or to find out more,
please call us on 01494 757055

Willow Re-growth at Hunters Oak Exceeds
Expectations
Just three weeks after
harvesting the willow at our
biomass crop plantation, we
have been astonished by
the amount of re-growth
experienced in this short
space of time (shown in the
photograph on the right).
We put this down to the very
wet and mild weather we
have been experiencing recently, since willow thrives in
these particular conditions.

Contact Us:

Please call us for more
information about our
biomass boilers, fuels
and associated products:

Bio Global Industries
Corporate Centre,
Hunters Oak,

This particular crop will be
ready to harvest again in
another two to three years
time.

Asheridge,
Chesham,
Bucks,

BGI have partnered with AMP Plc to
provide our Installers & End Users
with Clean, Sustainable Heat from
Biomass Esco’s.
AMP develops, finances and installs biomass boiler systems for a wide range of
applications including schools, Care Homes, Hotels, Leisure Facilities and Business Parks. BGI and AMP are now working together to provide fully financed,
versatile, Biomass Boiler solutions:
AMP’s experts will review the specific site and energy requirements, assessing the
financial case for biomass and recommending the most appropriate biomass system. They will deal with any planning consent that may be required and will offer
finance options to facilitate immediate savings from the installation. Biomass systems are fully maintained by AMP for the duration of the
contract.
The two main types of boilers installed are Wood Chip
and Wood Pellet. Remote monitoring of fuel levels enables regular replenishment of fuel stores utilizing a range
of fuel supply contracts including options that provide long
term pricing stability.
To find out more, please call BGI directly on 01494
757055.
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